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Abstract
We find pp wave solutions in string theory with null-like linear dilatons. These provide toy models
of big bang cosmologies. We formulate Matrix String Theory in these backgrounds. Near the big
bang “singularity”, the string theory becomes strongly coupled but the Yang-Mills description of
the matrix string is weakly coupled. The presence of a second length scale allows us to focus on a
specific class of non-abelian configurations, viz. fuzzy cylinders, for a suitable regime of parameters.
We show that, for a class of pp waves, fuzzy cylinders which start out big at early times dynamically
shrink into usual strings at sufficiently late times.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper, Craps et. al. [1] proposed a string theoretic toy model of big bang
cosmology. The background is the usual flat background of the Type IIA critical superstring
with string coupling gs and string length ls, living on a compact null direction x
− with radius
R
ds2 = 2dx+dx− + d~x · d~x, (1.1)
2
and a dilaton linearly proportional to the other null direction x+
Φ = −Qx+, (1.2)
so that the effective string coupling is
g¯s = gse
−Qx+. (1.3)
The effective string coupling is small for x+ →∞ for Q > 0 and one has the usual pertur-
bative spectrum, while for x+ → −∞ the string theory becomes strongly coupled and the
corresponding Einstein metric has a (null-like) big bang singularity. For Q < 0 we have a
time-reversed situation where the big bang is replaced by the big crunch. In this paper we
will exclusively deal with Q > 0. The main observation of [1] is that in the big bang region,
the Matrix String description [2, 3, 4] of the theory as a 1+1 dimensional U(N) Yang Mills
theory becomes weakly coupled.
Let us briefly review the Matrix String Theory setup. In the absence of a linear dilaton,
the IIA string theory is dual to a IIB string theory with a string coupling g˜s and string
length l˜s given by
g˜s =
R
gsls
, l˜2s =
gsl
3
s
R
; (1.4)
living on a compact space-like circle of radius R˜ given by
R˜ =
l2s
R
; (1.5)
and carrying N units of D1-brane charge. A non-perturbative formulation of the theory is
therefore given by a Yang-Mills theory with a dimensional coupling constant
gYM =
R
gsl2s
. (1.6)
For small gs, only the Yang-Mills fields belonging to the Cartan subalgebra survive, and the
theory describes the original Type IIA string in a light-cone gauge where x+ is identified
with the time τ of the YM theory.
In the presence of a linear dilaton, it is argued in [1] that the Matrix String Theory
may be obtained by simply replacing gs → g¯s so that the resulting Yang-Mills theory has
a time-dependent coupling which becomes weak as x+ → −∞. One can equivalently write
the theory with a time-independent coupling but on a 1 + 1 dimensional Milne universe [5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] with a compact spatial direction σ,
ds2 = e2Qτ [−dτ 2 + dσ2] ≡ gαβdxαdxβ. (1.7)
This models a big bang singularity at τ = −∞. Since the Yang-Mills theory is weakly
coupled at the big bang, all the non-abelian degrees of freedom are important. The key
point about this model is that while the “time” of the Yang-Mills theory goes over the
3
full range, the space-time as perceived by the bulk string theory with a time-independent
coupling has a null-like singularity.
The situation is quite similar to certain time-dependent backgrounds recently studied in
two dimensional non-critical string theory [21, 22]. In these latter cases, the fundamental
formulation is in terms of Matrix Quantum Mechanics while the closed string theory is
described, for example, by collective field theory with space arising out of the eigenvalues.
For the backgrounds of [21, 22] the space-time perceived by closed strings are geodesically
incomplete with a space-like boundary even though the time of Matrix Quantum Mechanics
goes over the full range—provided we use a conformal frame in which the coupling constant
of the collective field theory is time-independent. In terms of the string theory there is a
space-like condensation of the tachyon. A similar phenomenon occurs in several situations
in perturbative string theory, as argued in [23].
Two dimensional non-critical string theory is in a sense solvable. The fundamental de-
grees of freedom are free fermions and one can use this fact to understand details of what
happens near space-like boundaries. Matrix String Theory for critical strings is not as well
understood. While it is clear that near the big bang singularity non-abelian degrees of
freedom become important, it would be useful to have an idea of how these excitations
disappear at late times. This motivated us to look for backgrounds where more is known
about non-abelian excitations of matrix theory.
Typically one expects that a certain class of non-abelian excitations of Matrix Theory will
play an important role in string or M-theory backgrounds containing fluxes. One example
is the fuzzy spheres formed by the dielectric effect [24, 25]. However for most backgrounds,
the precise form of the Matrix Theory is not known. Perhaps the most interesting class
of backgrounds for which the Matrix Theory is known is provided by M-theory pp waves
[26, 27, 28]. For constant dilatons, this matrix theory has been studied extensively [29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34]. Furthermore, using the compactification procedure of [35], Matrix String Theory
has been constructed and studied [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] (see [41] for a different approach). The
Matrix String Theory is characterized by a dimensionless combination Mgs of the strength
of the flux µ, the string coupling gs and the radius R,
Mgs =
µl2s
R
gs. (1.8)
When Mgs ≪ 1 the excitations are standard Type IIA strings. For Mgs ≫ 1 the dominant
excitations include fuzzy spheres, properties of which have been studied in detail in [33, 40].
(Fuzzy spheres and other membranes in pp wave Matrix Theory and Matrix String Theory
have also been studied in [29, 30, 34, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47].)
Note that Mgs ≫ 1 is a weak coupling regime in the Yang-Mills theory [29]. This
permits a substantial amount of control over the theory, even though the corrresponding
string theory is not perturbative in this domain. In particular, we can use this to explore
the region near the initial time singularity.
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In this paper we show that pp wave backgrounds can be easily modified to yield pp waves
with null-like linear dilatons, leading to a time dependent coupling constant. Following steps
similar to [1] we then write down Matrix String Theories in these backgrounds. As time
flows, the parameter which controls the Matrix String Theory flows from weak to strong
coupling. Consequently at early times fuzzy spheres dominate the spectrum, while at late
times the spectrum consists of ordinary perturbative strings.
Earlier work on cosmology using Matrix Theory include, e.g. [48, 49]. Following the work
of [1], other backgrounds with linear dilatons have been studied in [50, 51]. Time-dependent
pp wave backgrounds have been studied for a long time. Relevant papers include [52, 53].
In particular, Ref. [52] discussed big bang-type singularities in the context of perturbative
strings in pp wave backgrounds with a nontrivial dilaton.
II. NULL LINEAR DILATON PP WAVES
In this section we give examples of pp wave solutions of M theory which lead to string
theory backgrounds with null linear dilatons.
A. Maximally supersymmetric pp wave
Perhaps the simplest and most useful example of pp wave solutions with a linear dilaton
arise from the maximally supersymmetric M-theory pp wave. The standard solution of [26]
can be easily modified to yield the eleven dimensional background,
ds2 = e2Qx
+/3{2dx+dx− −H(x+, xa, xa′′) (dx+)2 − 2µ(x
+)
3
e−Qx
+
x8dx9dx+ +
8∑
i=1
(dxi)2}
+ e−4Qx
+/3 (dx9)2,
(4)F = µ(x+)eQx
+
dx+ ∧ dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3, (2.1)
where
H(x+, xa, xa
′′
) ≡ (µ(x
+)
3
)2
3∑
a=1
(xa)2 + (
µ(x+)
6
)2
7∑
a′′=4
(xa
′′
)2, (2.2)
and we have used indices a = 1, 2, 3 and a′′ = 4, 5, 6, 7. Compactification along x9 then
yields a IIA solution with a dilaton of the form (1.2).
For Q = 0, and constant µ(x+), this is the maximally supersymmetric M-theory pp wave,
written in coordinates amenable to compactification along x9 [36, 37, 40]. This remains a
solution for Q 6= 0 and for any function µ(x+). To see this, first note that the four-form
squares to zero and is closed. It is also co-closed since the Hodge dual of dx+ is aligned with
dx+.
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To verify Einstein’s equations it is convenient to choose the elfbein (the caret denotes a
tangent space index)
e−ˆ = eQx
+/3
{
dx− − 1
2
[(
µ(x+)
3
)2
(xa)2 +
(
µ(x+)
6
)2
(xa
′′
)2 +
(
µ(x+)
3
)2
(x8)2
]
dx+
}
,
e+ˆ = e
Q
3
x+dx+, eaˆ = e
Q
3
x+dxa, eaˆ
′′
= e
Q
3
x+dxa
′′
, e8ˆ = e
Q
3
x+dx8,
e9ˆ = e−2Qx
+/3dx9 − µ(x
+)
3
eQx
+/3x8dx+.
(2.3)
From this one finds that the nonvanishing components of the Riemann tensor are,
R+a+a =
µ2(x+)+Q2
9
e2Qx
+/3, R+a′′+a′′ =
1
4
µ2(x+)+Q2
9
e2Qx
+/3, R+8+8 =
1
4
µ2(x+)+Q2
9
e2Qx
+/3,
R+9+9 =
1
4
µ2(x+)− 8Q2
9
e−4Qx
+/3, R+8+9 =
2µ(x+)Q− µ′(x+)
6
e−Qx
+/3,
(2.4)
from which one quickly obtains the sole nonvanishing component of the Ricci tensor
R++ =
µ2(x+)
2
=
1
12
F+µνρF+
µνρ, (2.5)
so that indeed Einstein’s equations are satisfied.
Another way to see that (2.1) is a solution is to consider the Type IIA solution that
corresponds to (2.1). The string frame metric, dilaton and Ramond-Ramond (RR) fields are
given by
ds2 = 2dx+dx− − [H(x+, xa, xa′′) + (µ(x
+)
3
)2 (x8)2)](dx+)2 +
8∑
i=1
(dxi)2,
(4)F+123 = µ(x
+)eQx
+
, (2)F+8 =
µ(x+)
3
eQx
+
, Φ = −Qx+.
(2.6)
It is well known that the IIA equations of motion are satisfied for Q = 0 and for any
function µ(x+). The equations of motion involve the dilaton in two ways. First there are
explicit terms involving derivatives,1 ∇µ∇νΦ, (∇Φ)2,∇2Φ. Since the metric has g++ = 0,
and the Christoffel symbols have Γ+µν = 0, it is trivial to see that all these derivative terms
vanish. The second class of terms where the dilaton appears are as overall coefficients e2Φ
multiplying the RR field strength terms in the Einstein equations, namely e2Φ((4)F )2 and
e2Φ((2)F )2. However, the factors of eQx
+
in the field strengths in (2.6) precisely cancel these
coefficients. Therefore the Einstein and dilaton equations reduce precisely to those at Q = 0.
Finally the field strengths are co-closed since they depend only on x+ and all components
F+µνα or F+µ vanish. We have compiled the Killing vectors of the IIA background in
Appendix B.
1 We use µ, ν, . . . for 10-dimensional indices; A,B, . . . for 11-dimensions and α, β, . . . for 1 + 1-dimensions.
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1. Supersymmetry
It is by now well known [27, 54, 55, 56] that all pp waves are invariant under the sixteen
so-called[54] standard supersymmetries that satisfy Γ+ˆǫ = 0. These supersymmetries are
also preserved by the null linear dilaton. Explicitly, the Killing spinor equation is
DAǫ = ∇Aǫ− ΩAǫ = 0, (2.7)
where, of course, ∇A is the usual covariant derivative, and
ΩA =
1
24 · 4!
(4)FBCDE
(
3ΓBCDEΓA − ΓAΓBCDE
)
. (2.8)
For the solution (2.1), the sixteen standard supersymmetries are
ǫ(x+) = exp
[
Q
6
x+ −
(∫ x+
dxµ(x)
)(
1
4
Γ123 + 1
12
Γ89
)]
ǫ0, Γ
+ǫ0 = 0. (2.9)
However, it must be emphasized that the standard supersymmetries (2.9) are not inter-
esting. Their existence does not guarantee the supergravity equations of motion, and they
are only nonlinearly realized in the Matrix Theory, and on the Green-Schwarz worldsheet.
The interesting supersymmetries are the supernumerary supersymmetries—that is, those
supersymmetries that are not standard. For example, the existence of a single supernumer-
ary supersymmetry does guarantee the supergravity equations of motion (a short proof of
this can be found in [33]). Also, the supernumerary supersymmetries are linearly realized
in the Matrix Theory and on the worldsheet, and are therefore useful for analyzing the
spectrum and for nonrenormalization theorems. It is also interesting that toroidal com-
pactification usually breaks some, if not all, of the supernumerary supersymmetry.[35] For
example, compactifying the maximally supersymmetric pp wave to the IIA theory breaks
eight of the sixteen supernumerary supersymmetries.[36, 37, 40]
Unfortunately, it is also well known that the existence of supernumerary supersymme-
tries for a pp wave requires that the coefficients in the (Brinkmann) metric be constant.
Therefore, there are no supernumerary supersymmetries for the solution (2.1). (Indeed, this
is straightforward to verify by considering, say, the integrability condition [D+,Da] = 0.)
Nevertheless, it will turn out that, for a particular choice of µ(x+), the Matrix String Theory
will have linearly realized supersymmetry currents, which we expect will be useful.
B. Linear dilaton dressing of a 24 supercharge pp wave
Similar solutions can be written down which have a smaller number of supersymmetries
in the Q = 0 limit. For example, one can consider the Penrose limit of the NS-NS flux-
supported IIA AdS3×S3 background. The sixteen supersymmetries of the AdS background
are enhanced to 24 upon taking the Penrose limit. This geometry was previously considered
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in [27, 33, 54, 57, 58]. Upon adding the linear dilaton, one obtains the M-theory metric and
the four form,
ds2 = e2Qx
+/3
[
2dx+dx− − µ2
4∑
a=1
(xa)2(dx+)2 +
8∑
I=1
(dxI)2
]
+ e−4Qx
+/3(dx9)2,
(4)F = 2µdx+ ∧ [dx1 ∧ dx2 + dx3 ∧ dx4] ∧ dx9.
(2.10)
It may be checked that the equations of motion are satisfied. Note that for this pp wave,
the linear dilaton does not appear in the field strength; this is related to the fact that the
corresponding IIA configuration is supported by NS-NS flux, and not RR flux(es).
1. Supersymmetry
Identical comments apply here as in §IIA 1. There are sixteen standard supersymmetries,
ǫ(x+) = exp
[
Q
6
x+ − ∫ x+ dxµ(x)
2
(Γ129 + Γ349)
]
ǫ0,Γ
+ǫ0 = 0, and no supernumerary supersym-
metries for the configuration (2.10), unless Q = 0 and µ is constant.
C. Linear dilaton dressing of the 26 supercharge pp wave
The nonperturbative physics [33] of the 26 supercharge pp wave [59] is similar to that of
the maximally supersymmetric pp wave. However, the corresponding IIA configuration, and
therefore the Matrix String Theory, of the 26 supercharge pp wave has two more supercharges
than does the (compactification of the) maximally supersymmetric pp wave. One can dress
the 26 supercharge pp wave with a dilaton in a way that precisely mimics (2.1). The resulting
configuration is,
ds2 = e2Qx
+/3
{
2dx+dx− − µ2(x+)
7∑
i=1
(xi)2(dx+)2 +
7∑
i=1
(dxi)2 + (dx8)2
+ 2µ(x+)x8e−Qx
+
dx+dx9
}
+ e−4Qx
+/3(dx9)2,
(4)F = µ(x+)eQx
+
dx+ ∧
[
−3dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ dx3 −
3∑
y=1
dxy ∧ ω−y
]
,
(2.11)
where ω−y are the anti-selfdual two-forms of the R
4 spanned by x4···7.
D. The nature of the singularity
For the configurations introduced in this section, the dilaton blows up at x+ = −∞.
Since g++ = 0, the surface x+ = −∞ is null-like. The geodesic equations include
d2x+(λ)
dλ2
= −2Q
3
(
dx+(λ)
dλ
)2
, (2.12)
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where λ is the affine parameter, so that either x+ = constant or
x+(λ) =
3
2Q
lnλ, (2.13)
(by choice of affine parameterization). This demonstrates that the null singularity at
x+ = −∞ is reached in finite affine parameter, (and that reaching x+ = ∞ requires in-
finite affine parameter, and is therefore not a singularity.) These conclusions are precisely
as in [1]—and, in fact, are independent of µ!
Let us also point out that all time-like geodesics start at the singularity. For example,
for the pp wave (2.1), the only geodesics that do not hit the singularity have the very simple
form
x+ = x+0 , x
i = xi0 + p
iλ, i 6= 9, x9 = x90, x− = x−0 + p−λ+
Q
6
(pi)2λ2, (2.14)
which is never timelike, and null iff pi = 0—and still independent of µ.
III. MATRIX STRING THEORY
Following [1] we propose that the action of Matrix String Theory in the null linear dilaton -
pp wave backgrounds may be obtained from the usual action by replacing the string coupling
gs by g¯s defined in (1.3). The resulting action, for the pp wave (2.1), is (i, j = 1 . . . 8)
S =
∫
dτdσTr { 1
2
g¯2sF
2
τσ +
1
2
(DτX
i)2 − 1
2
(DσX
i)2 +
1
4g¯2s
[
X i, Xj
]2
−1
2
(
M(τ)
3
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
(
M(τ)
6
)2
(Xa
′′
)2
−M(τ)
3
g¯sX
8Fτσ − iM(τ)
3g¯s
ǫabcX
aXbXc}+ Sfermion. (3.1)
where M(τ) is given in terms of µ(τ) by
M(τ) =
µ(τ)l2s
R
. (3.2)
The worldsheet time τ has to be identified with x+.
The fermionic part of the action is
Sfermion =
∫
dτdσ Tr
{
−iΨ¯DΨ+ 1
g¯s
Ψ¯ρ3Γi
[
X i,Ψ
]− iM
4
Ψ¯ρ3(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ
}
, (3.3)
where Ψ is a 1 + 1 dimensional Majorana fermion, each Weyl component of which is an
U(N) matrix-valued Majorana-Weyl SO(8) spinor. The SO(8) chirality is opposite to the
SO(1,1) chirality.2 The Γ’s are SO(8) Dirac matrices, the ρ’s are SO(1,1) Dirac matrices,
and D ≡ ρτDτ + ρσDσ.
2 We use ρ3 = −ρ0ρ1.
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We emphasize that we have not derived the above matrix model using some kind of
Seiberg-Sen [60, 61] argument. (Indeed, the accepted derivation [29] of the Q = 0 Matrix
Model is still suspect because of the use of a non-spacelike circle, whereas the whole point of
the Seiberg-Sen argument is to rephrase the null-like compactification in terms of a spacelike
one. But it is not obvious how to fix that derivation.)
The bosonic terms in the above action may be, however, obtained by considering the light-
cone gauge action of a single massless particle in 11 dimensions with momentum p− = N/R
(or equivalently the action for N D0 branes in the IIA theory) following [24, 25, 62]. The
lagrangian of the matrix theory may be written as
L = Tr { 1
2
(RG+−)GIJDτX
IDτX
J − 1
R
GIJG
−IDτX
J +
1
2G+−R
(GIJG
−IG−J −G−−)
+
R
4G+−
GIKGJL[X
I , XJ ][XK , XL]− i
2
A+IJX
IXJ}, (3.4)
where G denotes components of the eleven dimensional metric and I, J = 1 · · · 9 denote all
the transverse directions. In writing (3.4) we have used the fact that G++ = 0 and that
the only nonvanishing components of the 3-form potential are of the form A+IJ . Using the
metric and the potential from (2.1) this becomes
L = RTr { 1
2R2
(DτX
i)2 +
1
2R2
e−2Qτ (DτX
i)2 − µ
3R2
e−Qτ X8DτX
9
− 1
2
(
µ
3R
)2(Xa)2 − 1
2
(
µ
6R
)2(Xa)2
+
1
4
e2Qτ [X i, Xj]2 +
1
2
[X9, X i]2 − i µ
3R
ǫabce
QτXaXbXc}. (3.5)
Simultaneous compactification and T-dualization along X9 means we introduce the spatial
direction σ and identify
X9 = iRˆDσ, Tr→
∫ 2pi
0
dσ, DτX
9 = −RˆFτσ. (3.6)
A standard set of rescalings then leads to (3.1). These steps are identical to those in [40] and
will not be repeated here. In a later section we will see that a comparison of the dynamics
of giant gravitons and those of fuzzy spheres provides an important check on our guess.
To understand the nature of the big bang singularity in this model it is useful to rewrite
the action as if it had the background metric (1.7). This effectively removes the τ -dependence
from the string coupling. In this form the action is
S = Sfermion +
∫
dτdσ
√−g Tr
{
−1
4
g2sF
2
αβ −
1
2
(DαX
i)2 +
1
4g2s
[
X i, Xj
]2
−1
2
(
M˜(τ)
3
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
(
M˜(τ)
6
)2
(Xa
′′
)2 − M˜(τ)
6
gsX
8ǫαβFαβ − iM˜(τ)
3gs
ǫabcX
aXbXc

 ,
(3.7)
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where we have defined
M˜(τ) ≡M(τ)e−Qτ . (3.8)
Upon rescaling the fermions Ψnew = e
−Qτ/2Ψold (as for a conformal transformation) one has
Sfermion =
∫
dτdσ
√−gTr
{
iΨ¯DΨ+
1
gs
Ψ¯ρ3Γi
[
X i,Ψ
]− iM˜(τ)
4
Ψ¯ρ3(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ
}
.
(3.9)
In this form, we have a 1+1 dimensional Yang-Mills theory with a time-dependent mass for
the scalars and constant coupling, defined on a space-time with metric gαβ given in (1.7).
A. Supersymmetry
The Matrix String action has nonlinearly realized supersymmetry corresponding to the
standard supersymmetries. This is not interesting.
Generically, the action has no linearly realized supersymmetries (see Appendix A). This
is not surprising, since the supergravity background has no supernumerary supersymmetries.
The supersymmetry variation of the action has two terms. The first, which we call the bulk
term, is an integral over σ, τ , while the second is a boundary term. At finite times, both
these terms are non-vanishing—the boundary term is non-vanishing, as in [1], because of
non-trivial boundary conditions on fermions in the σ direction. The integrand of the bulk
term however, vanishes exponentially fast at late times while at the same time the radius of
the σ circle also increases exponentially fast. This means that in some sense supersymmetry
is restored at late times.
Interestingly, for the special case,
µ(τ) = µ0e
Qτ , (3.10)
the Matrix String Theory has 8 linearly realized supercurrents corresponding to the trans-
formations
δX i = iΨ¯ρ3Γiǫ, δAα = iΨ¯ραǫ, (3.11a)
δΨ =
1
4
Fαβρ
αβǫ− 1
2
ǫαβDαX
iΓiρβǫ+
i
4
[
X i, Xj
]
Γijǫ
+
M˜(τ)
6
XaΓaΓ123ǫ− M˜(τ)
12
Xa
′′
Γa
′′
Γ123ǫ,
(3.11b)
where
ǫ = Γ4567ǫ0 = Γ
12389ǫ0. (3.11c)
Note that for Q 6= 0, these supercurrents cannot be integrated, because of the nonvanishing
boundary term. (The boundary terms are given in Eq. (A.6e).) Of course, for Q = 0
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these do yield supersymmetries that are precisely those given and discussed in [40]. For the
special case (3.10) however, the string frame metric of the Type IIA theory evolves from flat
space at early times to a space-time whose geodesics at late times are effectively those of
a two-dimensional space-time, since the ++ component of the metric provides a harmonic
restoring force towards xi = 0 which becomes infinite as x+ →∞.3
IV. FUZZY SPHERES
Let us recall the ground states of the pp wave Matrix string theory for Q = 0 and constant
µ(τ) = µ. As shown in [40], one can rescale the coordinates and the fields by
τ →Mτ, σ → Mσ, Aµ → Aµ/M, X i → X i/(Mgs), Ψ→ Ψ/(M3/2gs),
(4.1)
to bring out an overall factor of (Mgs)
2 out of the action, with no other factor of M or gs
inside. This shows that the quantity Mgs is the inverse coupling constant of the theory. For
Mgs ≪ 1 the theory is strongly coupled, and only fields which lie in the Cartan subalgebra
survive. By a gauge choice we can eliminate the gauge field and choose theX i to be diagonal;
the remaining gauge freedom allows boundary conditions as we go around the σ direction
that correspond to multi-string states. This leads to usual perturbative IIA theory.
ForMgs ≫ 1, the dominant configurations are obtained by solving the classical equations
of motion and the lowest energy states include static fuzzy spheres. In terms of the original
variables, these solutions are given by
Xa =
Mgs
3
Ja, (a = 1, 2, 3), (4.2)
where Ja are generators of aN -dimensional representation of SU(2) algebra. Note that these
are independent of σ; they should be called “fuzzy cylinders” in the YM theory. As discussed
in [40], small fluctuations around this ground state have an equally spaced spectrum of N2
degrees of freedom whose boundary conditions along the σ direction correspond to fuzzy
cylinders that do not generically close upon going around the σ circle.
The rescaling in (4.1) can be performed in the matrix model in (3.1) as well (note the
quantity that appears in the rescaling is gs and not g¯s). However now various terms in the
action have explicit time dependence. Thus Mgs ≫ 1 does not guarantee that classical
solutions dominate for all times. In fact it is clear from (3.1) that as τ →∞ the coefficients
of the terms which involve commutators of X grow large, so that the fields X i are more and
more constrained to lie in the Cartan subalgebra even when Mgs ≫ 1. It may be easily
3 This discussion, however, is for the sector of the theory with constant
P− = N/R. The coordinate change y
+ = eQx
+
/Q, y− = e−Qx
+
x−, results in the metric
ds2 = 2dy+dy− − [(µ0
3
)2(xa)2 + (µ0
6
)2(xa
′′
)2 + (µ0
3
)2(x8)2 + 2 y
−
y+ ](dy
+)2 + (dxi)2, which asymptotes
at large y+ to the usual pp wave.
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checked that in this case the matrix string action reduces to the standard Green-Schwarz
light cone worldsheet action of a string in this background. Our aim to is investigate the
dynamics of these fuzzy spheres as the geometry evolves from the big bang.
V. GIANT GRAVITONS
In the N = ∞ limit of the Q = 0 background, the fuzzy cylinders of the Matrix String
Theory become giant gravitons [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. In the IIA description these are D2
branes with quantized momenta p− = N/R along x
−, while in the M-theory lift they are
M2 branes with this momentum. To get an idea of the nature of excitations of string theory
for Q 6= 0 it is useful to re-examine the dynamics of these M2 branes in the background
given by (2.1). We will do the analysis for a general µ(X+).
We will use polar coordinates (r, θ, φ) in the plane defined by the Cartesian coordinates
xa, a = 1 · · ·3. In these coordinates the field strength is
F+rθφ = µ(X
+)eQX
+
r2 sin θ, (5.1)
and we can choose a gauge such that the potential is
C+θφ =
1
3
µ(X+)eQX
+
r3 sin θ, (5.2)
with all other components zero.
The M2 brane is wrapped around the (θ, φ) direction. This allows us to fix a gauge in
which the spatial coordinates on the worldvolume are identified with the angles θ and φ. We
want to restrict our dynamics to the sector where the remaining coordinates are independent
of θ, φ. This is a consistent truncation which respects the equations of motion. Then all
worldvolume fields depend only on the worldvolume time τ and the action of the M2 brane
reduces to that of a point particle:
S = 4πT2
∫
dτ
[
−e2QX+/3r2(τ)
√
−GAB∂τXA∂τXB + µ(X
+)
3
eQX
+
r3(τ)∂τX
+
]
, (5.3)
where A,B stand for (r,Xa
′′
, X8, X9, X±). The metric GAB is the solution given in (2.1).
The canonical momenta are given by
PA = 4πT2
[
e2QX
+/3
√−GAB∂τXA∂τXB
r2GAB∂τX
B +
µ(X+)r3
3
eQX
+
δ+A
]
. (5.4)
The identity
GAB
[
PA − 4πT2
3
µ(X+)eQX
+
r3δ+A
] [
PB − 4πT2
3
µ(X+)eQX
+
r3δ+B
]
= −(4πT2r2)2e4QX+/3,
(5.5)
yields the dispersion relation.
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The above gauge choice still allows arbitrary reparametrization of the worldvolume time
coordinate τ . We fix this by choosing a gauge τ = X+ so that the canonical Hamiltonian is
given by H = −P+.
Since X− and X9 are isometry directions, P− and P9 are conserved quantities. We
will consider the sector of the theory in which P9 = 0 . The momenta Pa′′ and P8 are not
conserved. However it is easy to see that P8 = X
8 = Pa′′ = 0 is a solution of the equations of
motion. Furthermore, in this sector Xa
′′
= X9 = 0 is a consistent solution. The Hamiltonian
of the truncated problem then simplifies considerably and may be written as
H =
P 2r
2P−
+
(4πT2)
2
2P−
e2Qτ
(
µ(τ)P−
12piT2
r e−Qτ − r2
)2
, (5.6)
where we have used the explicit form of the metric (2.1). This is the Hamiltonian of a
particle with mass P− moving in a time-dependent potential. The equation of motion is
P 2−
d2r
dτ 2
+ (4πT2)
2 e2Qτ
(
µ(τ)P−
12piT2
r e−Qτ − r2
)(
µ(τ)P−
12piT2
e−Qτ − 2r
)2
. (5.7)
For Q = 0 and constant µ, the lowest energy solution is static with
r = r0 =
µ
12πT2
P−. (5.8)
This is the giant graviton solution discussed in [40].
For Q 6= 0 it is useful to introduce the variables
R(t) ≡ 12πT2
µ(τ)P−
r(τ)eQτ , t = Qτ, (5.9)
The equation (5.7) then becomes
d2R
dt2
−2dR
dt
(
1− 1
2
A′(t)
A(t)
)
+R
(
1− A
′(t)
A(t)
− A
′(t)2
4A(t)2
+
A′′(t)
2A(t)
)
+A(t)(1−2R)(R−R2) = 0,
(5.10)
where
A(t) ≡ (µ(τ)
3Q
)2, (5.11)
is the single parameter which enters into this equation.
Let us first examine the nature of the solutions to (5.10) for constant µ, i.e. a constant
A. In this case the differential equation (5.10) reads
d2R
dt2
− 2dR
dt
+R [(1 + A)− 3AR+ 2AR2] = 0. (5.12)
As this equation has no explicit t-dependence, it is easy to see that for some range of the
values of A there is a solution with constant R = R0
R0 = 0, 3
4
±
√
1
16
− 1
2A
. (5.13)
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FIG. 1: The scaled size of a giant graviton as a function of the time t for A = 1.
which are all real for A > 8. This means that the radius of the giant graviton r(τ) has the
behavior
r(τ) =
µP−R0
12πT2
e−Qτ . (5.14)
In other words, at early times the giant gravitons are big, while at late times they shrink
to zero size at an exponential rate. We see that for large A, this roughly reproduces (upon
choosing the “+” root) (5.8), in the sense that one obtains
r(t) =
µP−
12πT2
[
3
4
+
1
4
√
1− 8A−1
]
e−Qτ =
µP−
12πT2
e−Qτ +O (A−1). (5.15)
For A < 8 the roots become complex and there are no nonzero constant R solutions.
Note that (5.14) is an exact solution and not an adiabatic approximation. However
this corresponds to special initial conditions. Generically, it is not hard to see that if one
starts out with a M2 brane of finite size at early times, it will collapse to zero size at late
times exponentially, regardless of the value of A.4 Fig. 1 shows a numerical solution of this
equation for A = 1, plotted in terms of the scaled size of the giant graviton
ρ(τ) = R(τ)e−Qτ , (5.16)
with initial conditions ρ(0) = 1 and ρ˙(0) = 0, (i.e. a typical size at a time when the coupling
is O (gs)). ρ(t) oscillates in t, but the amplitude goes down at large t. This means that
at late times the size goes to zero essentially because of the fact that in equation (5.7) the
potential becomes infinitely steep. This behavior is typical for other initial conditions—the
behavior at early times depends on the initial conditions but the amplitude always decreases
to zero at large times. For smaller values of A the size of the M2 brane remains big for a
longer time period, but the late time behavior is universal. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
4 As a crude approximation, one can use a “perturbative expansion” and ignore the higher powers of R in
Eq. (5.12). Then the solutions are R(t) ∼ exp[(−1 ± i
√
A)t], demonstrating that the fuzzy spheres are
falling off even faster than for large A, and oscillate with a period of order A−1/2.
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FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1, but with A = 0.01. Extended to smaller times, the size appears to hit
a zero and then rise rapidly as time is further decreased; however, this is a regime for which our
numerical solution is unreliable.
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FIG. 3: Similar to Fig. 1, with A = 1, but initial conditions at an earlier time.
Alternatively one could impose final state conditions demanding that the size of the
giant graviton vanishes at sufficiently late time. As expected, typically the amplitudes of
oscillations of the size increases as we go back in time. One can also demand that the giant
graviton have a typical size at an earlier time. This is depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. One
continues to see that the size of the giant graviton falls off at late times.
Let us now discuss some features of the solution for a time-dependent µ(τ). We have not
investigated this in full generality. However it is easy to see that when µ(τ) = µeQτ , then
one quickly finds static solutions
r(τ) = r0 = 0,
µP−
12πT2
,
µP−
24πT2
. (5.17)
In fact the first and second solutions have vanishing energies at all times, just as for Q = 0
with constant µ. For generic initial conditions, a numerical solution shows that the size is
attracted to either r = 0 or towards r = r0 at late times.
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FIG. 4: Same as Fig. 3, but with A = 0.01.
VI. DYNAMICS OF FUZZY SPHERES
The dynamics of fuzzy sphere configurations is similar to that of giant gravitons. To
examine the simplest situation consider the matrix string action in the sector
X4 = X5 = · · · = X8 = 0, Aµ = 0, Ψ = 0. (6.1)
This restriction is consistent with the equations of motion. The action then takes a simple
form
S =
∫
dτdσTr
{
1
2
(∂τX
a)2 − 1
2
(∂σX
a)2 +
1
4g¯2s
(
[Xa, Xb]− iM(τ)g¯s
3
ǫabcX
c
)2}
. (6.2)
We will look at σ-independent configurations of the form
Xa(σ, τ) = S(τ)Ja, (a = 1, 2, 3), (6.3)
where Ja is an N -dimensional representation of SU(2). When Q = 0 this configuration
would be a classical solution with a constant S = Mgs/3—this is the fuzzy cylinder of the
IIB theory carrying a D1 brane charge, which becomes a fuzzy sphere of the original IIA
theory carrying a momentum p− along x
−. When Ja is the irreducible representation we
have a single fuzzy sphere whereas a Ja in a reducible representation corresponds to multiple
fuzzy spheres.
When Q 6= 0 a constant S would not be a solution, and we would like to find how S
evolves in time. For Ja in the N -dimensional irreducible representation,
Tr
∑
a
(Ja)2 =
N(N2 − 1)
4
, (6.4)
and the action (6.2) becomes
S =
N(N2 − 1)
8
∫
dτdσ[(
dS
dτ
)2 − 1
2g¯2s
(S2 − M(τ)g¯s
3
S)2]. (6.5)
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Using the variables
ξ(t) =
3
M(τ)gs
S(τ)eQτ , t ≡ Qτ, (6.6)
it is straightforward to see that the equation of motion becomes
d2ξ
dt2
− 2dξ
dt
(
1− 1
2
B′(t)
B(t)
)
+ ξ
(
1− B
′(t)
B(t)
− B
′(t)2
4B(t)2
+
B′′(t)
2B(t)
)
+B(t)(1− 2ξ)(ξ − ξ2) = 0,
(6.7)
where
B(t) ≡
(
M(t)
3Q
)2
. (6.8)
This is identical in form to (5.10). Therefore the time dependence of the radius of the fuzzy
spheres S(τ) is identical to that of the radius of giant gravitons in the previous section.
The fact that the dynamics of these fuzzy spheres is in exact agreement with the dynamics
of giant gravitons is an important check that our guess for the Matrix string action—in
particular the way the various factors of eQτ appear in (3.1)—is indeed correct.
VII. FLUCTUATIONS
In the previous sections we found two simple exact solutions of the equations of motion for
giant gravitons, or equivalently fuzzy spheres, in the irreducible representation of SU(2) at
large N. The first solution appears when µ(τ) is a constant, and has a sphere which contracts
exponentially in time. In the Matrix String Theory definitions of fields, the classical size of
the fuzzy sphere is given by
S(τ) =
Mgs
3
ξ0 e
−Qτ , (7.1)
where
ξ0 =
3
4
+
√
1
16
− 1
B
, (7.2)
and B is given by (6.8). The second solution appears when µ(τ) or equivalently M(τ) has
the special time dependence
M(τ) = M0 e
Qτ . (7.3)
This is the case where the supersymmetry of the action is broken only by boundary con-
ditions. In this case there is a specific solution where the size of the sphere is constant in
time, given by
S0 =
M0gs
3
. (7.4)
To examine the physics of these time-dependent solution we need to determine the dynamics
of small fluctuations around these solutions. We have not performed a complete analysis
of these fluctuations. However the dynamics of a special class of fluctuations can be found
from what we have already done. These are fluctuations of the form
Xa(σ, τ) = [S0(τ) + ϕ(σ, τ)]J
a, (7.5)
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with all other fields set to zero. In the language of giant gravitons this means that we are
looking at fluctuations which are spherically symmetric on the worldvolume. In this section
we will determine the spectrum around the two special solutions (7.1) and (7.4).
A. M = constant: Fluctuations around the decaying sphere
The equations of motion of quadratic fluctuations around (7.1) can be written down by
considering perturbations of the equations (6.7) supplemented by a σ-derivative term. These
become simple in terms of the variables
ϕ˜ =
3
Mgs
eQτ ϕ, (7.6)
and the equation for ϕ˜ is
d2ϕ˜
dt2
− 1
Q2
d2ϕ˜
dσ2
− 2dϕ˜
dt
+ ν2ϕ˜ = 0, (7.7)
where we have used t = Qτ , and
ν2 = Aξ0(4ξ0 − 3). (7.8)
Note that (7.2) implies that ν2 > 0. The modes of the form
ϕ˜ ∼ e−iωt+ikQσ, (7.9)
have dispersion relation
ω = i±
√
k2 + ν2 − 4. (7.10)
The imaginary part comes from the anti-damping term in the equation (6.7). The quantity
in the square root may be calculated to be
β2 = k2 + ν2 − 4 = 1
4
[4k2 + 12B
√
1
16
− 1
B
+ 16B − 24]. (7.11)
This is explicitly positive since our solution holds only for B > 8. The imaginary part of ω,
however means that the solutions for ϕ˜ grow with time. This growth is exactly compensated
by the fact that ϕ˜ defined in (7.6) already contains a factor of et, so that the fluctuations of
the radius itself, ϕ behaves as
ϕ ∼ eikσ e±iβ2 , (7.12)
which are standard positive and negative frequency oscillator modes.
This seems to suggest that even though the background fuzzy spheres shrink to zero size
at late times, the non-abelian excitations consisting of spherically symmetric fluctuations of
the size of these spheres have standard oscillatory behavior, corresponding to usual particles.
However, the non-linear terms involving ϕ become large at late times. In fact it is easy to
see that the terms which are of order ϕ3 come with an overall coefficient of eQτ while those
which are O(ϕ4) have an overall coefficient of e2Qτ . Therefore at late times these terms will
constrain ϕ to vanish. Therefore we conclude at late times, not only do the fuzzy spheres
shrink to zero size, but the amplitudes of breathing modes vanish as well.
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B. M(τ) ∼ eQτ : Fluctuations around the static spheres
The situation is quite different for the case of time dependent M given by (7.3). In this
case it is easier to analyze the situation from the original action (6.2) restricted to (7.5).
The quadratic action for ϕ may be easily seen to be
S =
∫
dτdσ[
1
2
(∂τϕ)
2 − 1
2
(∂σϕ)
2 − 1
2
(
M0
3
)2e2Qτϕ2]. (7.13)
This is the action of a field with time-dependent mass in two dimensions. By a standard
conformal transformation, this is equivalent to the action of a standard massive field in the
Milne quadrant.
The physics for such a field is quite well known [69, 70]. In Milne time, the in and out
vacua are inequivalent. This leads to particle production. If we start out with vacuum at
the big bang one ends up with a thermal state at late times. For our problem, the reverse
situation is more interesting. If we demand that the state at late times is the vacuum of the
ϕ particles, we have to start out with a thermal state at the big bang.
C. General fluctuations for an irreducible sphere
The general problem of small fluctuations can be treated as in [40]. We consider this
not just to reanalyze the results of the previous subsections in more generality, but also to
address the question—especially considering the growth of the fluctutations—of whether the
truncation of the problem to (6.2) is physically reasonable. For the standard pp wave—Q = 0
and constant µ—fuzzy spheres minimize the energy. This is also true for the static spheres.
For the general problem however, the spheres are not static, and so the corresponding
solution to the equations of motion sets neither the potential energy nor the kinetic energy
to zero. We would therefore like to at least check that the solutions we have been discussing
are (perturbatively) stable. That is, we check that there are no negative modes in the
spectrum of small oscillations about the solution.
Upon expanding the fields in terms of matrix spherical harmonics,5
Xa = S(τ)Ja +
∑
j,l,m
xjlmY
a
jlm,
Xa
′′
=
∑
lm
xa
′′
lmYlm, X
8 =
∑
lm
x8lmYlm, Aα =
∑
lm
aαlmYlm,
(7.14)
5 We will attempt to be brief. Further details on matrix scalar and vector spherical harmonics can be found
in [40]. These details include the range of summation, and reality properties of the fluctuating fields in
the expansion.
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one quickly finds that the dynamics of the fluctuations xa
′′
lm are governed by the action
S =
∫
dτdσ
{∣∣∣x˙a′′lm∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣x′a′′lm ∣∣∣2 −
[
l(l + 1)S(τ)2
g¯2s
+
(
M(τ)
6
)2] ∣∣∣xa′′lm∣∣∣2
}
. (7.15)
Note that these are positive “mass” fluctuations. For the static fuzzy spheres, the mass
is precisely that of [40], dressed with the time-dependence of the Milne universe.
Similarly, the fluctuations xl±1,l,m are described by
S =
∫
dτdσ
{
|x˙l+1,l,m|2 −
∣∣x′l+1,l,m∣∣2 − 12g¯2s
(
M(τ)g¯s
3
+ S(τ)l
)2
|xl+1,lm|2
}
, (7.16)
S =
∫
dτdσ
{
|x˙l−1,l,m|2 −
∣∣x′l−1,l,m∣∣2 − 12g¯2s
(
M(τ)g¯s
3
− S(τ)(l + 1)
)2
|xl−1,l,m|2
}
. (7.17)
These are again positive, and, for the static sphere, are the Milne universe analogs of the
results of [40]. The radial fluctuation of S(τ) itself is encoded in x010 (cf. (7.13)).
The remaining fluctuations are coupled in a rather complicated way. The analysis is
performed, as in [40], by introducing auxiliary scalar fields φlm which facilitate integrating
out the gauge field. The result is independent of the gauge degrees of freedom xllm. The
case of l = 0 is special, and we temporarily defer that interesting discussion. For l 6= 0, one
finds the action
S =
∫
dτdσ
{∣∣x˙8lm∣∣2 − ∣∣x′8lm∣∣2 + 1S(τ)2l(l + 1)
[∣∣ ∂
∂τ
(ωlg¯sφlm)
∣∣2 − ω2l g¯2s |φ′lm|2]
−
[
M(τ)2
9
+
S(τ)2
g¯2s
l(l + 1)
] ∣∣X8lm∣∣2 + M(τ)3 ωl(φ∗lmX8lm + φlmX8∗lm)
}
. (7.18)
Here ωl is the so-far unspecified and arbitrary (possibly time-dependent) normalization of
φlm. Note that, unlike the pp wave considered in [40], the problem appears to be nontrivial
to untangle. However, it is clear that the mass matrix is positive-definite, as is the kinetic
term, so this suggests that the solution is stable. That said, the friction term in the equation
of motion for φ could result in a growth of fluctuations. Finally, let us make our now-familiar
comment that, for the static spheres, upon choosing the normalization ωl =
M(τ)
3
√
l(l + 1)
the masses again precisely reproduce the Milne universe analogues of the masses of [40].
For l = 0, the result is quite simple,
S =
∫
dτdσ
{∣∣x˙800∣∣2 − ∣∣x′800∣∣2 −
∣∣∣∣M(τ)3 X800 − ωlφ00
∣∣∣∣
2
}
, ωlg¯sφ00 = const. (7.19)
Thus, for static fuzzy spheres, it is natural to choose ωl =
M(τ)
3
. This implies φ00 = const,
and allows us to preserve a minimum energy by taking X800 = φ00 = const. These are
precisely the solutions of [40] which corresponded, upon lifting back up to 11-dimensions, to
“orbiting” fuzzy spheres. Their 11-dimensional interpretation for Q 6= 0 is less clear.
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Finally, let us make a comment about constant µ and M . In this case, S(τ) falls off
exponentially like e−Qτ at late times. Therefore, the fluctuations xa
′′
and xl±1,l,m asymptote
to fluctuations in terms of a constant mass, as was found in §VIIA. Upon choosing ωl =
g¯−1s
√
l(l + 1), one similarly finds a constant mass matrix for x8lm and φlm (l 6= 0) but a
nontrivial (damping!) kinetic term for the φlm. The zero mode of X
8, however, loses its
shift symmetry.
VIII. DISCUSSION
As argued in [1], in the class of backgrounds considered in this paper, one would expect
non-abelian configurations of Matrix String Theory to be important at early times, while
at late times, the excitations are dominated by usual strings. We have shown that pp wave
geometries provide a useful laboratory to investigate the detailed time evolution of a class
of non-abelian configurations. The presence of another length scale in the problem, viz. the
strength of the background flux µ, leads to a natural class of such non-abelian configuration
spheres. The picture is most transparent for constant µ. WhenMgs ≫ 1 classical configura-
tions dominate the dynamics. The classical dynamics is controlled by a single combination of
the background flux µ and the rate of change of the dilaton Q, viz. B = M/(3Q). For large
enough B, there is a special class of solutions for which the time dependence of the radius
is a pure exponential. At early times, when the IIA theory is strongly coupled, the radii are
big while they go to zero exponentially at late times. Generic time dependent solutions have
oscillatory behavior; the radii generically oscillate, but with amplitudes which go to zero
at late times. This means that at late times only diagonal matrices survive, which lead to
usual perturbative strings. While we expect that this is generically true for all non-abelian
configurations, we do not have any definitive results for this.
One interesting feature of fuzzy sphere configurations of usual pp wave matrix string
theory is the fact that the fluctuations around the classical solutions correspond to fields
which do not generically return to their original values as we go around the compact circle
any number of times. It would be interesting to see how these reduce to usual periodic
strings as the size of the fuzzy spheres go to zero at late times.
It is clear from our discussion that pp wave solutions with linear null dilatons may be
easily obtained in Type IIB theory, e.g. for the Penrose limit of AdS5 × S5. The behavior
of giant gravitons in such backgrounds may be investigated along the lines of this paper.
However in this case the bulk geometry has a different holographic description in terms of
the large R-charge limit of N = 4 Yang-Mills theory and giants can be identified as specific
states in this gauge theory. It would be interesting to investigate the implications of a linear
null dilaton for the Yang-Mills theory.
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APPENDIX A: SUPERSYMMETRY TRANSFORMATION OF THE MATRIX
STRING ACTION
In this appendix we give a general formula for the supersymmetry transformation of the
action (3.1).
Since, for µ = 0, supersymmetry is manifest in flat coordinates, we perform the coordinate
transformation [1]
±τ + σ = ± 1
Q
ln(
√
2Qξ±), ξ± =
1√
2
(ξ0 ± ξ1). (A.1)
Then the Matrix String action is
S = Sfermion +
∫
d2ξ Tr
{
−1
4
g2sF
2
αβ −
1
2
(DαX
i)2 +
1
4g2s
[
X i, Xj
]2
−1
2
(
M˜(ξ)
3
)2
(Xa)2 − 1
2
(
M˜(ξ)
6
)2
(Xa
′′
)2 − M˜(ξ)
6
gsX
8ǫαβFαβ − iM˜(ξ)
3gs
ǫabcX
aXbXc

 ,
(A.2)
where
M˜(ξ) =
µ(ξ)l2s
QRξ
, ξ ≡
√
2ξ+ξ− = 1
Q
eQτ . (A.3)
For simplicity, we have written µ(ξ) instead of µ(τ(ξ)). In contrast to the main text, we use
nonchiral, Majorana SO(8) fermions Ψ, and lose manifest SO(1,1) covariance, so that
Sfermion =
∫
d2ξ Tr
{
iΨTD0Ψ− iΨTΓ9D1Ψ
+
1
gs
ΨTΓi
[
X i,Ψ
]− iM˜(ξ)
4
ΨT(Γ123 − 1
3
Γ89)Ψ
}
. (A.4)
When µ, and therefore M , is constant, and Q = 0, the action has eight linearly realized
supersymmetries parametrized by ǫ0 = Γ
4567ǫ0 = Γ
12389ǫ0.
6 In overcomplete generality, one
6 The last expression is the statement that we use the convention Γ123456789 = l1.
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can consider the supersymmetry transformations
δX i = iα1(ξ)Ψ
TΓiǫ, δA0 = iα3(ξ)Ψ
Tǫ, δA1 = iα2(ξ)Ψ
TΓ9ǫ, (A.5a)
δΨ =
1
2
α4(ξ)F01Γ
9ǫ+
1
2
α5(ξ)D0X
iΓiǫ− 1
2
α6(ξ)D1X
iΓiΓ9ǫ+
i
4
α7(ξ)
[
X i, Xj
]
Γijǫ (A.5b)
+ α8(ξ)
M˜(ξ)
6
XaΓaΓ123ǫ− α9(ξ)M˜(ξ)
12
Xa
′′
Γa
′′
Γ123ǫ, (A.5c)
where
ǫ = Γ4567ǫ0 = Γ
12389ǫ0. (A.5d)
ForQ = 0, M˜(ξ) constant and αα(ξ) = 1, this reduces to the supersymmetry transformations
given in [40], and preserves the action. In the current context, the variation of the action is
δS = δSt.d. + δS1 + δS∂ + δSM˜ , (A.6a)
where the various pieces of the action are
δS1 =
∫
dξ0dξ1Tr
{
i(α1 − α4)M˜
3
F01ǫ
TΓ8Ψ+ i(α2 − α4)F01ǫTD1Ψ
−i(α3 − α4)F01ǫTΓ9D0Ψ+
(
α5+α6
2
− α4
) [
F01, X
i
]
ǫTΓiΓ9Ψ+ iα5−α6
2
{D0, D1} ǫTΓiΓ9Ψ
+ i
3
(α8 − α5)M˜D0XaǫTΓaΓ123Ψ+ i6(α9 − α5)M˜D0Xa
′′
ǫTΓa
′′
Γ123Ψ
− i
3
(α3 − α5)M˜D0X8ǫTΓ9Ψ+ i(α1 − α8)
(
M˜
3
)2
XaǫTΓaΨ
+i(α1 − α9)
(
M˜
6
)2
Xa
′′
ǫTΓa
′′
Ψ+ i
3
(α6 − α8)M˜D1XaǫTΓaΓ123Γ9Ψ
+ i
6
(α6 − α9)M˜D1Xa′′ǫTΓa′′Γ123Γ9Ψ− i3(α6 − α2)M˜D1X8ǫTΨ
−i(α1 − α5)D0X iǫTΓiD0Ψ+ i(α1 − α6)D1X iǫTΓiD1Ψ
+(α5 − α2)D0X iǫT
[
X i,Ψ
]
+ (α5 − α7)D0X iǫTΓij
[
Xj ,Ψ
]
+(α3 − α6)D1X iǫTΓ9
[
X i,Ψ
]
+ (α7 − α6)D1X iǫTΓijΓ9
[
Xj,Ψ
]
−M˜
3
(α8 +
1
2
α7 − 32α1)
[
Xa, Xb
]
ǫTΓabΓ123Ψ+ M˜
3
(α8 − 12α9 − 12α7)
[
Xa, Xb
′′
]
ǫTΓab
′′
Γ123Ψ
+ M˜
3
(α8 − α7)
[
Xa, X8
]
ǫTΓa8Γ123Ψ+ M˜
6
(α9 − α7)
[
Xa
′′
, Xb
′′
]
ǫTΓa
′′b′′Γ123Ψ
+ M˜
6
(α9 − α7)
[
Xa
′′
, X8
]
ǫTΓa
′′8Γ123Ψ+ i(α1 − α7)
[[
X i, Xj
]
, Xj
]
ǫTΓiΨ
}
; (A.6b)
δS∂ =
∫
dξ0dξ1Tr
{
i∂1α2F01ǫ
TΨ− i∂0α3F01ǫTΓ9Ψ− i∂0α6D1X iǫTΓiΓ9Ψ
+i∂1α5D0X
iǫTΓiΓ9Ψ− i∂0α1D0X iǫTΓiΨ+ i∂1α1D1X iǫTΓiΨ
−1
2
∂0α7
[
X i, Xj
]
ǫTΓijΨ+ 1
2
∂1α7
[
X i, Xj
]
ǫTΓijΓ9Ψ
}
; (A.6c)
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δSM˜ =
∫
dξ0dξ1Tr
{
i
6
∂0(α9M˜)X
a′′ǫTΓa
′′
Γ123Ψ− i
3
α3∂0M˜X
8ǫTΓ9Ψ
+ i
3
∂0(α8M˜)X
aǫTΓaΓ123Ψ− i
3
∂1(α8M˜)X
aǫTΓaΓ123Γ9Ψ
− i
6
∂1(α9M˜)X
a′′ǫTΓa
′′
Γ123Γ9Ψ+ i
3
α2∂1M˜X
8ǫTΨ
}
; (A.6d)
and the total derivatives are
δSt.d. =
∫
d2ξ Tr
{
∂0
[
i
2
α6D1X
iǫTΓiΓ9Ψ− i
6
α8M˜X
aǫTΓaΓ123Ψ− i
12
α9M˜X
a′′ǫTΓa
′′
Γ123Ψ
− i
3
α3M˜X
8ǫTΓ8Γ123Ψ+ 1
4
α7
[
X i, Xj
]
ǫTΓijΨ− i
2
α4F01ǫ
TΓ9Ψ− i
2
α5D0X
iǫTΓiΨ
]
+∂1
[
i
2
α5D0X
iǫTΓiΓ9Ψ+ i
6
α8M˜X
aǫTΓaΓ123Γ9Ψ+ i
12
α9M˜X
a′′ǫTΓa
′′
Γ123Γ9Ψ
+ i
3
α2M˜X
8ǫTΓ8Γ123Γ9Ψ− 1
4
α7
[
X i, Xj
]
ǫTΓijΓ9Ψ+ i
2
α4F01ǫ
TΨ+ i
2
α6D1X
iǫTΓiΨ
]}
.
(A.6e)
The coefficients of the various combinations of fields in Eq. (A.6b) vanish only if the α’s are
equal. Eq. (A.6c) then yields that the α’s should be constant, whereupon Eq. (A.6d) then
implies that M˜ should be constant as well. That is, there are supersymmetry currents when
the bulk part of the integrand vanishes. This happens (only, by choice of normalization) for
α1 = α2 = · · · = α9 = 1 and for ξ-independent M˜ . This clearly occurs for the maximally
supersymmetric pp wave, but also occurs by taking µ(ξ) ∝ ξ ∝ eQτ . Of course, as in [1],
even in that case, the total derivatives (A.6e) contribute because of the nontrivial topology
of the Milne universe.
APPENDIX B: ISOMETRIES
It is interesting to work out the Killing vectors of the IIA background (2.6). We present
those here—see also [52]—and mimic the notation of [55].
The obvious Killing vectors are the null isometry,
e− = − ∂
∂x−
, (B.1)
and the rotational Killing vectors,
Jab = x
a ∂
∂xb
− xb ∂
∂xa
, Ja′′b′′ = x
a′′ ∂
∂xb′′
− xb′′ ∂
∂xa′′
. (B.2)
The less obvious Killing vectors are (no sum)
ei = k
(1)
i (x
+)
∂
∂xi
− xi∂+k(1)i (x+)
∂
∂x−
,
e∗i = k
(2)
i (x
+)
∂
∂xi
− xi∂+k(2)i (x+)
∂
∂x−
,
(B.3)
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where k
(1)
i and k
(2)
i are the two solutions to the second order differential equation,
0 =


∂2+ki(x
+) +
(
µ(x+)
3
)2
ki(x
+), i = 1, 2, 3, 8,
∂2+ki(x
+) +
(
µ(x+)
6
)2
ki(x
+), i = 4, 5, 6, 7.
(B.4)
For constant µ, these are precisely the Killing vectors previously given in the literature
(e.g. [55]) and for the case µ(x+) = µeQx
+
, one has, in terms of Bessel and Neumann
functions,
k
(1)
i (x
+) = J0(ξˆi), k
(2)
i (x
+) = N0(ξˆi), ξˆi =
{
µ
3Q
ξ, i = 1, 2, 3, 8,
µ
6Q
ξ, i = 4, 5, 6, 7.
(B.5)
The isometry algebra is therefore 8 copies of the Heisenberg algebra, with a common
central element, proportional to e− with a normalization that is given by the (constant!)
Wronskian of the two solutions to the differential equation (B.4).
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